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Katharina Grosse, Untitled, 2021, acrylic on canvas, 131 ⅞ × 78 ¾ inches (335 × 200 cm) © Katharina Grosse and VG Bild-Kunst,
Bonn, Germany 2021. Photo: Jens Ziehe

August ��, ����

My works provide models for thinking through border spaces. . . . Consider the border between water and

land—a concept of the border that is quite familiar. What does the ocean mean for me when I come from

the land? What does it mean for those who come from the ocean?

—Katharina Grosse

Gagosian is pleased to present new paintings by Katharina Grosse. This is her fourth exhibition with

the gallery and her first at Gagosian in Los Angeles.

Grosse has expanded the scope and potential of painting beyond the frame to approach the scale

and awe of nature and architecture in relation to site. Using a spray gun, she blasts pure liquid color

over canvases, objects, buildings, and entire landscapes in audacious yet nuanced explorations of
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gesture and physicality. While Grosse’s bold formal innovations possess an undeniable liveness and

freedom, they are also grounded in keen analysis; her chosen medium of spray paint is a tool for

conducted improvisation and a catalyst for surprising reactions between material, support, mind,

eye, and hand.

In addition to her rigorous yet uninhibited technical approach, Grosse is keenly attuned to her

working environment. Shifting between the studio and other less habitual sites, she uses one to

inform the other in a constant and fertile exchange. Her most recent paintings on canvas, with their

jewel tones of green, ochre, ruby, and gold, allude to nature’s subtler chromatic palette, departing

from the saturated technicolor for which she is known. Despite the impressive scale of these

paintings, the effects of light, shadow, and outline evoke a microscopic view or the movement of

floaters across one’s field of vision.

In some of the paintings on view, botanical matter is laid down as a stencil before Grosse floods the

canvas with color. Left behind are thin, luminous ribbons that swirl around each glowing tableau,

their forms rendered illusionistic and ethereal in the spray gun’s particle haze. In some

compositions, ghostly tendrils and writhing strands press up against seemingly membranous

surfaces; in others, sharply delineated “scars” in the painted surface presage Grosse’s other new

experiment on view: unstretched painted canvases that have been layered and sliced to produce

loose, trailing textiles that emphasize absence as much as the presence of the painted medium.

Grosse’s use of stencil and outline also engages with an art historical lineage that touches upon

botanical cyanotypes, camera-less Surrealist photograms, and early experimental cinema. Film

provides a particularly rich source of inspiration for her practice; these canvases convey fluid,

churning motion while also reflecting the ability of paint to halt time and capture the medium’s

fleeting physical transformations. By substituting the passive and touchless nature of freeze-frames

and light-based impressions with the forceful presence of the spray gun, however, Grosse pushes

past her precursors into a contemporary idiom that suggests unprecedented relations between

painting and the liveness of digital images.

Katharina Grosse was born in ���� in Freiburg im Breisgau, Germany, and lives and works in

Berlin and New Zealand. Collections include the Milwaukee Art Museum; Pérez Art Museum

Miami; Baltimore Museum of Art; Museum of Modern Art, New York; Albright-Knox Art Gallery,

Buffalo, NY; Centre Pompidou, Paris; and Kunsthaus Zürich. Recent exhibitions and installations

include Two younger women come in and pull out a table, De Pont Museum, Tilburg, Netherlands

(����); WUNDERBLOCK, Nasher Sculpture Center, Dallas (����); psychylustro, Mural Arts

Philadelphia (����); yes no why later, Garage Museum of Contemporary Art, Moscow (����); Seven

Hours, Eight Rooms, Three Trees, Museum Wiesbaden, Germany (����); Rockaway!, MoMA PS� at

Fort Tilden, New York (����); The Horse Trotted Another Couple of Metres, Then It Stopped,

Carriageworks, Sydney (����); Wunderbild, National Gallery, Prague (����); Mumbling Mud, chi K��

art museum, Shanghai, and chi K�� art space, Guangzhou, China (����); Mural: Jackson

Pollock/Katharina Grosse, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (����); Is it You?, Baltimore Museum of Art

(����); and It Wasn’t Us, Hamburger Bahnhof–Museum für Gegenwart, Berlin (����). Grosse

participated in the ��th Biennale di Venezia (����); ARoS Triennial, Aarhus, Denmark (����); and

Helsinki Biennial (����).

Chill Seeping from the Walls Gets between Us, Grosse’s solo exhibition at the Helsinki Art Museum,

remains on view until January ��, ����.
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